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About This Game

A fantasy voyage through the great mythologies, Loki allows the player to take on the role of one of the four heroes of the
game, each drawn from a different mythology: a mighty Norse fighter, a fierce Greek warrior, a powerful Egyptian magician or

an Aztec shaman who masters the secrets of the spirit world.
Whatever hero the player adopts, he must come to the aid of the gods he worships. He will come to realize that behind the chaos

that is threatening his world lies Seth, the Egyptian god of darkness and evil, who has returned from the kingdom of the dead.
The hero must therefore undertake an epic journey across the various epochs and myths. He will fight a multitude of monsters

of all shapes and sizes, and even overthrow a few gods, on his way to preventing Seth establish his wicked reign.

An epic adventure across four great mythologies - Aztec, Egyptian, Greek and Norse - allowing the player to live
through many of the key episodes that mark these cultures (the siege of Troy, Ragnarok, ......) and setting him in the path
of the most prominent figures within each episode (Achilles, Thor, Akhenaton...)

Choose from four different heroes with radically different attributes and powers. Each hero has a vast array of spells and
skills to help him through his quest.

More than 100 monsters of all shapes and sizes.

Dare to take on mythological creatures that struck fear into the hearts of our ancestors (Fenrir the giant wolf, the
Minotaur in his labyrinth, ...)
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Innumerable story lines through random generation of decors and items, so that nobody lives the same experience and
allowing the game to be played many times without the hero ever having the same set of weapons, armour or spells.

Weapons, being made of two parts (loosely «handle» + «cutting edge») and from different materials, can be customised
at the village forge to change characteristics. Magic runes, found along the way, can multiply a weapon's power.
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Title: Loki
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Cyanide Studios
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2007
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Free DLC? I'm in!

I've been playing Sandbox on my iPad for a while, and it is a fun game.
Plus, the FREE DLC with more humans makes it a lot better.
It's worth the $10.. This game is frustrating. Many MANY objects are mislabeled.

Examples:
Pipe labeled as a trumpet
Key labeled as a wrench
Wrench labeled as a key
Can labeled as a bottle or jar
Graple hook on a coil of rope labeled as a hook, the hook wasnt visible, only the coil of rope was

And the story is lame. I don't even care mostly about the story in these games, but this one was just really boring. Mostly it was
told by reading notes that are way too much small type squeezed onto a too small page, so it is annoying to read.

If you can get it on sale for $3 like I did, then maybe buy it if you really really like HOG but otherwise skip it.. If you're into
Souls games\/Castlevania, this might be your cup of tea.

Great game. About 6 hours in while writing this. Has a lot of the Souls elements present, and some clear insipirations (cough
cough blood borne). Some of the bosses are difficult, while I also found some of the mini-boss fights very hard.

Attacks are basic, there's only two hit combos, but the Character you play can dodge almost any attack (with timing).
Weapons are varied, but you have the usual categories of Long Swords\/Speers\/GreatSwords\/Maces\/Pistols. There are NO
SHIELDS. I'm not really a fan, but some people who are shield players might be disappointed.

Story is a bit wierd. Something about being summoned as a Phantom ring a bell? Then at times you are also called an
Investigator.

Doesnt help that the item descriptions and NPC conversations seem a bit off. I think the developer's were from Russia and
Japan.

There are many parts of the game where you can't see ****. Its just pitch black. I have yet to find any items such as a lantern to
help alleviate this.
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Some NPC's can just throw you off the map. Just something to watch out for.

There are no merchants or blacksmiths. Kinda wondered where they all went...

No ranged weapons besides some pistols...a bit disappointed

I got the game on sale for 5$ Canadian, so for the price its a great deal. If I really wanted , I would have paid the 11$.

So if you're a sidescrolling fan , definetly pick this up. Its not the perfect game, but I got enough enjoyment out of it.. Excellent
game.. Really wanted to like this game. Was looking for a fun business sim type game, but this wasn't it.
You only "work" an 8 hour day, but schedule planes for 24 hours, so at the end of the day, you have to "end" even if you're not
done with your day.
The game over complicates some things and other things it doesn't even give you an idea of how you're doing. The banking
system charges outrageous interest rates for loans. The interiors of the aircraft are... unexplainable. The cost of aircraft is weird,
the aircraft are weird, hiring aircrews isn't completely understood. There is a whole shady side to the game where you can cause
problems on a competitor's airline, but it's not even clear what the point of that is. Simply stated, there's no balance to the game,
it's just a poorly designed and executed game that should not have been released.

Sorry, but I cannot recommend this game.
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I really liked this game. Its super fun. Great grafics and great controls and great gameplay.. fun game with a great artstyle. really
good to see the dev still working to fix issues.. Let's get this out of the way - this is a 7 hour game. It shouldn't take you much
more than that to complete.

What we have here is a mash up between a rogue-like dungeon crawl and tetris. You are given blocks that fill out dungeon space
that you decide where to drop to complete a castle. Each room can have any number of things - from enemies to loot. Once you
finish the level's requirement, you're allowed to leave.

There are three playable characters and three "worlds" that have different enemies, but that's about all. You'll earn materials to
upgrade cards that can either be purchased and brought into a castle or found within.

The game mechanics are very simple, which makes it easy to learn, but it's clear the game is relying entirely on this gimmick to
carry it. It's not very deep and there's little to upgrade.

Character differences are largely based in starting stats and those kind of even out once you're leveled enough.

It's a good time waster, but not much more than that.

Five dollars is reasonable for this game.. Taking at least some of its cues from the simply awe-inspiring Alien Isolation, this is a
sci-fi\/horror\/stealth game set in a world replete with "primitive", 70's-style technology (read: a heck of a lot of green
screens!)...but in all fairness, the similarities by-and-largely end there. Suffice it to say, this modest little indie game never had
much chance of living up to the grandiose heights of that recent mega-corporation mega-game, but it certainly can't be faulted
for lack of ambition therein.

  It's atmospheric, super-scary, has excellent sound design, some challenging puzzles (well, they were for the hopeless likes of
me, anyway!), and looks like it may actually have a genuinely interesting storyline. I say "looks" as this is only the first part of an
intended three-part "season", so here's hoping they actually get that far, release-wise (otherwise that price-tag is looking rather
steep). Some minor technical flaws aside - I'll be damned if I can get the cursor to line up properly when trying to pick up an
item, and the Options menus are a mite confusing to negotiate - it is nonetheless looking like a mighty promising proposition.
Here's to the next two chapters!

Verdict: 8.5\/10.. Tagged as RPG | Interactive | Survival, it (apparently) is a complete remastering of ICY which was met with
mixed reviews. The developers took the feedback to heart and revamped the game.

No manual or guides that I could find so you have to figure things out on your own, though the beginning is presented as a
tutorial.

The atmosphere is great and the dialogue choices at the very least give the impression of meaningful choices. Battle is turn-
based for each party; individuals do not attack. This means that, based on selected weapons and individual capabilities, different
attacks and combos are available. Combining those combos (up to 4) determines the action. For example, an arrow attack icon
plus a wall icon results in an attack from cover. There are also combos that don't attack but buff/heal. A lack of skill or weapons
results in less attacks/buffs per round.

Towns have shops and quest-givers; moving around the map has a chance of encounters. Your RPG stats set your odds of having
to fight or sneak away with the loot.

Would definitely recommend at this bargain price. It's enjoyable enough to tear me away from PoE, if only for a couple of
nights.. I really can't say much about this game sence I can't get a pass a black screen saying error when you enter the garden. I
uninstalled it then reinstalled it and it did the same thing. I like the first one and the begining of this one was good too. I just
can't understand why it is saying (error missing data) quit or continue. If you say continue you get a black screen and you can't
get out of it . then you have to go to task managerment to end task . Please I hope the fix this issue I like to get back playing it.
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